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1. 

Release Notes 
The Janison Insights Release 2023.11.02 includes bug fixes and improvements. 

 

Bug fixes 

Security & Integrations 

• Insights was incorrectly adding information to the "Issuer" when sending password reset requests to B21C 

for those tenants using B2C SSO. This meant that password reset links were malformed in all but a few 

scenarios (current use cases were working). This issue has now been resolved so future implementations of 

B2C will have good reset links. (7533) 

Delivery 

• An issue was encountered when an Assessment Event booking window had ‘Include weekends' setting 

disabled and ‘Allow all day’ setting enabled with the end date falling on a Sunday. The test tile displayed on 

the Candidate Dashboard would display the end date incorrectly on the Sunday instead of the Friday before. 

A fix was implemented to ensure the 'Include weekends' setting is honoured when disabled. This issue is 

resolved. (7528) 

Marking 

• Admins encountered that the Marking Progress was not being displayed correctly when reviewing 

Standardisation 3 Marking in a Marking Project. A fix was implemented to ensure Marking Progress is always 

displayed as expected during review. This issue is resolved. (7483) 

• An issue found in sample marking was causing the date of marking and marker being displayed incorrectly 

reviewing the marking samples. Additionally, the allocated marks were removed from the scoring pane and 

the page also displayed the 'Next' and 'Finish' buttons instead of the expected 'Agree' and 'Disagree' buttons. 

A fix was implemented to ensure the correct date and marker information is displayed during sample 

marking. This issue is resolved. (7484) 

• When a Marker was being added to a Marking Project in Standardisation 1, Standardisation 3 or Marking, the 

Marker was bypassing the expected "Initiation" status and instead being transitioned directly to "Marking" 

status when the Marking project was outside of "Setup" status. A fix was implemented to ensure Markers are 

in the correct status and not incorrectly bypassing the expected workflow requirements and tasks. This issue 

is resolved. (7485) 

 



  

 

   
2. 

Reporting 

• Candidates were being displayed the incorrect question feedback in Test Player when reviewing their 

marked attempts. When candidates were selecting the feedback to open within Test Player, candidates were 

originally shown the correct feedback display but when navigating "Next" and then clicking "Back" to go to 

their original question they were shown the incorrect feedback display. A fix has been implemented to 

ensure Candidates are consistently displayed the correct feedback when reviewing their responses. This 

issue is resolved. (7519) 

• An issue was found when viewing the cohort summary feedback via the Guttman report, users were unable 

to use the scroll bar to view the feedback page in Test Player. The was due to a zoom setting blocking the 

expected functionality of the scroll bar. This issue is resolved. (7565) 

 

 

Improvements 

Platform 

• The second authorization requirement has been removed across Core Insights and replaced with a new 

confirmation process to action the requested task. Users will be displayed a confirmation modal requesting 

them to type in a text confirmation and then click 'Ok' for the request to be actioned. Further changes are 

currently being implemented and will be available in a later release version. (6202) 

People 

• A new setting (User Settings > Import Candidates Settings > Include Groups) has been added to manage the 

display and scope of Group Types within the Student Import template. By enabling this setting, the groups a 

user has accessibility over will show in the Student Import except groups that belong to a group type that are 

already included in the Student Import template. (7541) 

Delivery 

• Prestart functionality is now available to be used in NoSQL delivery using session-less attempts. The same 

behaviour as SQL delivery has been maintained; if prestart time has been set, the candidate can complete 

the introduction section during the prestart time. Once completed, if the delivery window is open, the 

candidate is then taken to the main body of the test or will be displayed the waiting modal if the prestart 

window is current. (6928) 


